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The little girl broke her little doll yesterday.
She dropped it on the pavement, and when she could bear 

to look she found that the poor little thing’s head was cracked 
clear across the top, and that there was something queer the 
matter with her eyes.

The little girl smiled just as hard as she could— it’s a way 
she has when she wants to keep from crying—and walked 
quietly along without a word. She carried the broken doll 
tenderly in her arms, and when she got home she cried very 
hard.

“ I loved her so,”  she said. “ She wasn’t so awfully pretty, 
but oh, she was so sweet, and now to-night I ’ll have no one to 
hold in my arms.”  Some one told her about a doll’s funeral, 
and for a little while the little girl fixed her mind on that, 
but when the broken doll was dressed in white and was laid 
in a pretty box and covered with a wreath of shining green 
leaves off of the little bush in the garden the little girl couldn’t 
stand it, after all, and she burst into an agony of miserable 
tears.



“ I can’t have her buried,”  she sobbed. “ Poor little, lone
some thing. I couldn’t sleep a wink all night thinking of her 
out there in the ground, with me in my nice, comfortable bed.” 
For awhile it looked as if  the house was turned into a place of 
mourning, but all at once the little girl’s aunt had a bright idea.

“ Look, little girl,”  she said. “ Grace is looking better. I 
believe there is hope for her. Let’s make her a little invalid 
chair and a pretty wrapper, and I ’ll knit an afghan for her 
feet these cool days, and Billikins shall be the doctor, see 
how wise he looks, and the first thing you know poor little 
sick Grace will be the comfort and the joy of the whole family. 
W e’ll set her right in the sunniest window, and you can make
her special cups of tea and”------

“ Oh, oh!”  cried the little girl. “ Oh, my darling, she does
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look better, doesn’t she? I ’m going to give her a bath now 
and read to her.”

And in half an hour the little girl’s face was radiant with 
joyful hope and tender love.

And I prophesy right now that the doll invalid is going 
to be the favorite, and the joy bringer o f the whole family 
o f dolls.

Already the little girl has found the joy of loving service. 
She runs up and down the stairs a dozen times an hour getting 
special things for Grace. And she reads to her, spelling 
laboriously, and leaving out every word that she thinks might 
hurt the feelings or shock the nerves of the invalid.

Dear little g ir l; dear, loving, faithful heart. How quick you 
arc to find joy even in sorrow.

You are a lesson, a loving lesson, to us all.

W IN IFRED  BLA C K  in New York American.
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TH E INNER VISION.

To Him who in the love of truth seeks Good 
In all, and Joy in every human breast,
The world responds with Bounteous plentitude. 
The clouds that lowered o’er his path dissolve; 
The night returns to day, and golden skies 
Illuminate his course; he sups with Hope,
And sips the Cup of Happiness; his Soul 
Arises o’er the Barriers of Flesh,
And revels in its native liberty.
Impassable as were the obstacles
His progress once delayed, he heeds them not,
But laughs impossibility to shame,
Till mountains melt, and obstacles dissolve.
But who, through Fear, or spurred by Envy’s goad,
Suspects each soul is secretly allied
With forces o f the Dark, and evil-fraught,
Sinks in the gloom he images o’er all.
Pray thou to that Divinity that lives 
In every human heart—the Good Within—
And shut thine eyes to what the world miscalls 
"Impure” and “bad,” and thou shalt learn to trust 
Thy fellowman with e’en thy Purse and Pride, 
Thy Reputation and thine A ll! For he 
Who soars above the petty jars of life,
Absorbs the breath of Heaven’s Harmony,
And feels the world attuned to Peace and Love.

—H en ry  F ra n k .— F ro m  " T h e  S h rin e  o f S ile n c e ."
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Serene I fold my hands and wait,,
Nor care for wind, nor tide, nor sea.
I fret not more 'gainst time or fate 
For lo ! My own shall come to me.

I stay my haste, I make delays,
For what avails this eager pace?
I stand amidst the eternal ways
And what is mine shall know my face.

Asleep, awake, by night or day,
The friends I seek are seeking m e;
No wind can drive my bark astray 
Nor change the tide of destiny.

What matters if I stand alone,
I wait with joy the coming years;
My heart shall reap what it has sown 
And gather up its fruit of tears.

The stars come nightly to the sky;
The tidal wave comes to the sea;
Nor time, nor space, nor deep nor high 
Can keep my own away from me.

The waters know their own and draw 
The brook that springs in yonder heights; 
So flows the good with equal law 
Unto the soul of pure delights.

Jo h n  Burroughs.

m
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The power of attraction is indeed that universal 
mysterious force of which all of us are conscious but 
which even the best informed among us seem unable 
completely to define. The operation of this perpet
ual lawr we can everywhere and at all times observe, 
but how this law works and how it oporates just as it 
does has proved an age-long mystery.

Attraction and Repulsion are often spoken of as 
the two equally everlasting expressions of the law 
which governs all ascertainable phenomena, but by re
pulsion is commonly meant something far different 
from its correct scientific connotation, for usually 
when we speak of being repelled by any person or 
object some idea of aversion or dislike immediately 
becomes present in our consciousness and we find our
selves either struggling to put something down which 
we regard as evil or we feel a sense of antagonism to 
some human or animal neighbor, quite inconsistent 
with any true conviction of universal brotherhood and 
sisterhood.

In order to obviate this widely prevalent misappli
cation of the original meaning of repulsion many 
teachers of science, in one or more of its myriad 
branches, substitute the entirely reasonable phrase 
Attraction and Propulsion, for Attraction and Repui-
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sion, and this expression conveys an entirely accurate 
idea of the march of the constellations producing 
what Pythagoras and other illumined seers and phil
osophers have designated “ the Music of the Spheres,” 
an expression as soundly scientific as it is charmingly 
poetical. The centripetal and centrifugal manifesta
tions of the activity o f a single unitary force reveal 
to us with unmistakable clearness the equal goodness 
of constructive and destructive processes in Nature.

The wise authors of the Sacred Books of India 
kept very close to demonstrated science when they at
tributed to the same Divine activity, personified in 
Siva, the works of disintegration and reconstruction, 
in a single word transformation. Change is the per
petual state of all manifest existence, therefore what 
we can rightly call repulsion, when we have cleared 
away all false associations with the word, is only and 
surely a centrifugal instead of a centripetal phenom
enon in the field of human consciousness. The rather 
disagreeable couplet “ I  do not like you, D r. Fell, 
The reason why I  cannot tell,”  generally suggests 
some more or less sinister insinuation that the said 
doctor is not an altogether honorable man and that 
some intuitive instinct is warning someone awav from 
him who might be injured by falling into his clutches, 
ll ia t  such intuitions exist and that thev are often ex
tremely useful no reasonably experienced person can 
deny, but we have a right to ask would any feeling 
akin to repulsion find place within us were we living 
in a community the members of which were all up
right and honorable?

c l

I
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In the beautiful domain of instinctive friendship 
we may always find room for such a reverse couplet 
as “ I  love you dearly, D r. Fe ll, The reason why I  
cannot tell,”  and these intuitive attractions among 
sweet-natured people are far more numerous than 
those of the first-mentioned variety, still it may be 
safe to affirm that even were we all truly neighborly 
and no one had any unfair design upon another, there 
would yet be a place for the working of what wre now 
call repulsion, but which we then should probably call 
by another and more agreeable name.

Using the terms Attraction and Propulsion we can 
cover all normal phenomena readily, and it is even 
possible to account for all that we should be likely to 
encounter in a world of perfectly harmonious rela
tionships by reference to the preponderance of 
greater over lesser attractiveness. E v e ry  thing (in
animate object) follows the line of least resistance 
simply and unthinkingly, but every thoughtful, in
telligent entity deliberately treads in the path of 
greatest attraction. H ere it is that we clearly trace 
the distinction between blind following and intelli
gent marching. A  boat without an occupant is com
pelled to drift in whatever direction the tide is going, 
but the same boat when it contains an intelligent hu
man occupant is often seen to move against the tide, 
because a man or woman possessing both muscular 
ability and knowledge of the art of navigation can 
row up stream and fulfil a purpose which could never 
be fulfilled by blind resignation to an apparent, but 
not actual, inevitable.
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Below the human level, in the case of many saga
cious animals we can clearly trace purposive resist
ance to what looks like adverse fate. A  dog will very 
frequently follow a beloved master when that course 
entails great effort, and often suffering also, upon the 
faithful quadruped, and instances are extremely 
numerous of cats finding their way home, especially 
if kittens have been left in the old domicile, when 
every consideration of ease and comfort would have 
led to the animal making herself at home at once in 
newr surroundings.

There is a deeply mystical side to the L aw  of A t
traction reaching far beyond all its outward appli
cations, and it is to this aspect of the law that we 
need to turn our attention much more frequently than 
has been our common custom. Love of home and 
country is perfectly natural and altogether worthy 
of the noblest types of humanity, tho’ there are fana
tics who seem to believe that universal goodwill must 
blot out all particular affections, which is a serious 
error receiving no sanction at the hands of any gen
uine Master, even tho’ a Master may be one who has 
so far outgrown the ordinary limitations of affection 
as to be at borne everywhere and among all varieties 
of people.

1  he fatal mistake of supposing that we must 
either have no particular attractions either to persons 
or places, or else continue to support warfare and 
race-antagonisms, is still leading to much ominous be
clouding of the question of world-wide arbitration 
and international friendliness, it is therefore the plain
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duty of all who are so far enlightened as to favor ar
bitration as a substitute for war to take pains to make 
it appear as clear as possible that they can still be 
home-lovers and patriots while seeking to serve the 
cause of universal amity.

Let us imagine, as far as we are able, the constitu
tion of an ideal community, which must of necessity 
be composed of those whom Goethe would have called 
“elective affinities.”  These good people would be no 
better than many other good people whom they 
might never meet or to whom they would be by no 
means well adapted, but they would be particularly 
well adapted to each other, therefore they would 
readily co-operate and friction would be reduced to a 
minimum in the hive of their activities.

Masonic and all kindred fraternal bodies were orig
inally organized in strict conformity with this un
alterable law, and it was largely on that account that 
initiations into arcane societies were made extremely 
arduous, preparatory discipline serving the double 
purpose of testing the metal of successful candidates 
and deterring unsuitable persons from entering a fold 
in which they would not prove congenial.

It  is impossible to watch the heavens or to consider 
the earth, to study astronomy or physiology, without 
being overwhelmingly convinced that the L a w  of A t 
traction is of universal application, for without its ac
tion neither Solar System nor the minutest organism 
discoverable thro’ the microscope could be organized, 
or when organized maintained. The minute particles 
which go to make up every structure in the discovered

/ ,
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universe are in a state of constant flu x ; change alone 
is constant. B u t what is the secret and all-compelling 
force which draws atoms together and then separates 
them? That is a question we may never be able to an
swer in its entirety, but a sufficient knowledge of the 
working of that force is within our reach to enable us 
to greatly benefit by taking practical hold of so much 
information as we may have gathered.

Without speaking in the least disparagingly of any 
place or person, we know that Charles Kingsley spoke 
very truly when he dwelt much upon the peculiar 
magnetic sympathy we feel with certain localities and 
the sense of strangeness which attacks us in other dis
tricts which to all outward appearance are quite as 
desirable. Associations have much to do with attrac
tions, but we often feel deeply drawn to places we 
have never visited before (at least in our present in
carnation) and to persons who are in no way related 
to us by ties of blood.

Spiritual affinities are unmistakable tho’ people 
often seemingly confound them with merely superfi
cial likings which pertain only to the outer garb of 
present personality. I t  never ought to be difficult to 
determine on what plane an attraction really exists, 
for whenever we are honest with ourselves we can 
readily discover it, and were we to heed all such dis
coveries an immense amount of suffering and miscon
duct would be spared. I f  we find ourselves admiring 
some exterior appearance and adornment only, it is 
ridiculous to assume that there is any evidence of 
spiritual, or even of intellectual affinity, but when
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either with or without exterior attractiveness we can 
feel within us a sense of kinship dependent in no sense 
or degree upon appearances we have the right to 
maintain that there is an evidence of interior consan
guinity.

As the relationships of life are widely varied it is 
both right and useful to acknowledge attractions on 
all planes where we may discover them. Business 
partnerships to be successful do not demand intimate 
friendship between partners or any special sense of 
social congeniality, but there must be mutual respect 
and confidence, and coupled therewith a feeling of 
general good fellowship, otherwise misunderstand
ings and mutual suspicions are sure to creep in and 
undermine the whole fabric of the business. “ United 
we stand; divided we fa ll”  applies to mental condi
tions, to unspoken thoughts, as well as to outward 
conduct, and frequently to a much more serious de
gree, because mental attitudes are often silently main
tained and allowed to increase in vigor while no out
ward sign is given of their existence until they have 
grown so powerful and done so much subtle psychic 
damage that it is difficult to repair it.

That “ thoughts are things”  on a certain plane is 
true, tho’ it may be more accurate to say that 
thoughts are forces which lead to the production of 
things, for wrere there no thought-forms originally 
there would be no plans or patterns after which ex
ternal things are fashioned. W e are all guided and 
governed much more by feeling than by reason until 
we have cultivated rationality to an unusual extent, it
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therefore follows that people feel our thoughts 
even when they do not know them.Thought is pos
sessed of an attractive force impossible to overesti
mate, for, as the famous D r. Benjam in Rush, of 
Philadelphia, said before the close of the eighteenth 
century, “ the mind exercises an immense influence 
over the body and we none of us know how great that 
influence is.”

B y  the body a physician may naturally be ex
pected to mean the human physical structure, but to 
the sociologist the word body has still a much larger 
meaning, for we are thinking, when discussing social 
problems, of the body of the organization, composed 
of many members, but all as truly inter-related and 
mutually inter-dependent as are the molecules which 
go to form a molecular organization. I t  is only on 
the side of silent mental attraction that we can begin 
working in any direction, and it is not until we get 
pretty well organized mentally that we are able to 
work in concert physically.

Psychical Research is opening the eyes of many f° 
the inner workings of the L aw  of Attraction who 
have been hitherto blind to it, for no sooner do we be
gin to work in the field of experimental psychology, 
especially in such a domain as that occupied by tele
pathy and thought-transference, than we find our
selves confronted by a law of affinity which causes 
many wonderful and altogether unexpected events to 
happen while it sets at naught and laughs to scorn 
many a carefully devised method for obtaining proofs 
of mental telegraphy or spiritual telephony.
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We cannot command the operation of psychic 
forces until we know their law and conform to its op
erations. The L aw  of Attraction is responsible for the 
many erratic phenomenawewitness in connection with 
every branch of psychic study. People we have never 
met commune with us mentally, sometimes with the 
greatest ease, and our habitual associates try in vain 
to send a mental telegram to us or to receive a mental 
message from us. Tho’ at first sight this all seems 
very perplexing and difficult to account for, a little 
reasoning soon suffices to show us that we are at
tempting to function on another plane than our ac
customed physical, and we have not yet paid suffi
cient heed to how influences travel in that region.

A  good deal of light is thrown upon the problem 
when we pause to consider how often it occurs that 
even in our ordinary waking state we are impressed 
suddenly by some one or by something altogether for
eign to our accustomed associations. A  thrill of re
sponse goes out from us to a paragraph in an article 
written by a (to us) entirely unknown author, or we 
answer to the call of a song or to the words of a dis
course in some strangely intimate way tho’ the singer 
or preacher is some one of whom in the ordinary rou
tine of acquaintanceship we knew nothing. A re  we, 
in such cases, attracted to the thought as well as to the 
thinker, to the speech as well as to the speaker, to the 
song as well as to the singer? In  some instances Y es, 
in other cases No, for it often happens that one can 
say “ I  have heard that song or recitation many times, 
but I  never liked or thought there was anything in it
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until to-day.”  Then it was not so much the outward 
form of the composition which appealed to you as the 
artist who put something of his or her own into it to 
which you answered instantly because you are in some 
degree a kindred spirit.

Without acknowledging this law it is impossible to 
account for many of our warmest and most abiding 
friendsliips. W hat is there in some one youth at col
lege that draws a fresliman to him and holds the two 
together in the bonds of a relationship that nothing 
physical can explain. M any other young men are 
quite as talented, quite as good-natured, and in every 
other way quite as generally prepossessing, but you 
do not find in any other one of all your numerous 
mates in college what you find in that particular 
friend whom you discovered and who discovered you, 
without any sort of outward introduction.

Life-long and heroic friendships are not made, they 
are spiritually discovered and it is exactly the same 
with those ideal marriages of which it is precisely true 
that they are first made in heaven and then consum
mated on earth. Where then is heaven? Is  it not 
that inner realm of thought and feeling in which we 
are conscious of ideals and of affections, rather than 
some geographical locality we strive in vain to local
ize ? When the prophets of ancient and modern times 
alike declare that there shall be new heavens and then 
a new earth in which righteousness shall be made 
manifest, are they not referring primarily to an in
ward state of harmony which must find its ultimation 
in corresponding externalized conditions ?
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The famous saying of Joh n  Burroughs in one of 
his best known poems, “ A ll my own will come to me,” 
and the kindred lines from the same song which has 
proved a vitalizing inspiration to multitudes, “ The 
friends 1  seek are seeking me” and “ W hat is mine 
will see my face,”  are provocative of the deepest 
thought and they sometimes appear difficult to ana
lyze, for we often seem to experience a flagrant con
tradiction to the optimistic spirit thus beauteous^ 
expressed. L e t us pause, then, to enquire what ex
actly is implied by the line ju st quoted. D o we al
ways know what is “ our own”  in the scientific sense? 
Are we not often given to take it for granted that 
“our own” is anything we should like to possess re
gardless of whether we are entitled to it or not? 
What constitutes a valid title to anything according 
to the working of the L a w  of Attraction is very dif
ferent from what would constitute entitlement in the 
eyes of civil law, for we need ever to remember that 
we attract by meditation, by fear, and also by aver
sion on the psychic plane, as well as by desire and as
piration.

Charles Kellogg, a truly wonderful Woodsman, 
who has enjoyed the friendship of many wild as well 
as domesticated animals, declares that having studied 
the denizens of the forest at unusually close range, he 
is thoroughly convinced that we attract creatures to 
us wdien we are afraid of them as well as when we feel 
kindly to them and desire to become more familiar 
with their habits: but with this decided and most im
portant difference alike to them and to ourselves.
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When we are mentally on good terms with them and 
seek their friendship, we generate an emanation 
agreeable and assuring to them, therefore their trust
worthy instinct impels them to approach us closely, 
and neither we nor they sustain the slightest injury, 
but when we are hostile or afraid we generate a poi
son which arouses both fear and anger in the creatures 
we dislike and dread; we are therefore in danger from 
them and they from us because, in that case, we are 
mutual enemies.

I t  seems difficult for some people to realize that 
they are constantly keeping away from them the very 
things they most desire by anxiety and worry, but 
they are doing that very thing constantly, and if they 
intend to work intelligently with the L aw  of Attrac
tion they must take a much calmer and a far more 
trustful attitude than they have yet assumed.

One excellent meaning of that much misunder
stood word Faith is quiet trustfulness. There is a 
time for active seed-sowing, but this is followed by 
a period when we must allow germination to be car
ried forward without our interference.

W e meet numerous people continually who are 
struggling hard to accomplish some beloved purpose, 
>ut they do not reach their goal or achieve their end. 
I  he cause for this, in ninety-nine instances out of an 
average hundred, is that they are straining mentally 
after something which would come to them of its own 
accord if they would but embrace every opportunity 
for usefulness along any line which presents itself 
and let the expectations of this special blessing be a
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strong imperturbable under current in their lives.
A  concealed magnet will draw steel filings and 

needles to itself without our looking after it, so will 
a hidden mental magnet draw in a precisely similar 
manner, but in neither case must we remove or dis
turb the magnet if  we desire it to work for us con
tinually. W e all know the truth of the famous say
ings in the gospels, “ Y o u  cannot gather grapes from 
thorns nor figs from thistles,”  but now let us reverse 
the substantives and read the sentence the other way. 
You cannot gather thorns from fig trees nor thistles 
from grape vines. I f  one statement is correct the 
other must be so equally, and it is far more profitable, 
if at any time we are inclined toward depression and 
things seem to be going against us, to meditate upon 
the cheering instead of upon the warning application 
of a noble text.

When we learn much more than ,the wisest among 
us have yet learned of the L aw  of Attraction we shall 
have at our disposal an educational, a reformatory 
and a therapeutic system far more accurate and im
measurably further reaching than aught we have yet 
established. I t  is entirely along the line of this espe
cial branch of applicable knowledge that the improve
ment of all conditions must proceed.

W e can never help people who are in any sort of 
suffering to surmount their miseries by calling atten
tion to the fact that they are looking miserable or by 
suggesting to them that their lives are very irksome 
and that they are being very cruelly dealt with.

Tired shop assistants are naturally grateful to kind
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and thoughtful customers who give them no unneces
sary trouble and who are so pleasant to wait upon 
that they instinctively delight in pleasing them, but 
it is worse than thoughtless to call attention to the 
disagreeable and toilsome features of a business day, 
which is often done by well-intentioned people utterly 
unmindful of the far-reaching influence of sugges
tion.

Tho’ the outwardly spoken word is often powerful, 
a silent utterance is often most effectual of all and we 
certainly know something of the effect upon our
selves of continuous secreted expectation.

I t  is never wise to endeavor to see ju st how events 
will come to pass, it is far better to leave ways and 
means undecided and simply concentrate upon main 
issues. Things unexpected often happen because we 
attract very much by our general interior condition of 
which we are largely unaware. E ven  when it is ob
vious that something we have said or done palpably 
has brought a definite result we should bear in mind 
that our words and actions have been modeled accord
ing to our thinking even tho’ we gave no heed to this 
consideration.

Sometimes a result seems marvellously sudden 
w ben it is no more sudden in reality than the birth of 
a child or the bursting of a flower. Not having ac
quainted ourselves with Nature’s hidden processes we 
max \ el at obvious effects, but as we grow better ac
quainted with the law of alchemy we shall not wonder 
so much when we behold the most vivid transforma
tions.

It.
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The L aw  of Cause and E ffect works unceasingly 
and unvaryingly, but the provisions of the law are 
such that we can learn to sow such good new seed in 
old ground which had formerly yielded us nothing 
but weeds which were alike unwholesome and unsav
ory that in those very places we may reap ere long 
with jo y  abundant harvests of the good seed which 
has sprouted.

Opportunity is knocking at every door no matter 
how adverse outward conditions m ay appear until we 
have learned to rightfully interpret them.

The L aw  of Attraction is compelled to work for us 
exactly as Nature is bound to bring forth according 
to the kind of seed buried in her matrix.

I f  we have been attracting the very reverse of what 
we are desiring let us turn our backs upon the past 
and face the future resolutely, determined henceforth 
to dwell mentally only upon those useful and pleas
ant consequences which can only flow from what Ori
entals sagely call R ight Meditation.

In our next essay which will treat of W ords of 
Power and how Spoken W ords bring events to pass, 
we shall enter into fuller detail regarding the work
ing of the theory outlined in the essay ju st completed.

This Essay was preceded by Co n centratio n  of T hought - A Key 
to Victory, in the first number of the B u l l e t in , and 

will be followed in the next number, by one entitled:
Words of I*ower

How npoken w ords bring eventN to pn»w.
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OUTW ARD BOUND.

On life’s vast sea I sail, an errant bark,
Nor wind nor tide stays long my steady flight;
No buoys or channel lights my lone way mark,
With orders sealed I voyage day and night.

My harbor lies afar I know not where—
But captained by my soul, straight on I go 
Tho’ currents strange and storms, as forth I fare,
Buffet me sore, some port is sure, I know.

What way I may, I steer by one bright star 
That beacons thro’ the night; and all the day 
Watch the white sails on the horizon far,
Or nearer, speak the few that cross my way.

A sail, adrift, I know that hour shall come 
\ \  hen on that longed for harbor dawns the sun,
Where my worn sails I’ll furl, and safely home 
Drop anchor, wait the Master’s word “WELL DONE!”

— M arie  E v e rett  Pontin.
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A little thought will soon make it apparent to any inves
tigator that we live in a world of effects which is the result 
of invisible causes. M atter  and form we see, but the F orce 
which moulds the matter into form and quickens it is invisible 
to us. L ife cannot be cognized directly by the senses; it is 
invisible and self-existent independent of the varied forms 
we see as its manifestations.

Electricity, magnetism and steam are names given to forces 
never seen with physical eyes, though, by conforming to cer
tain laws discovered by experiment. we have made them our 
most valuable servants. We see their manifestations in mov
ing street cars, in railways and steamships; they light our 
path at night and carry our messages around the globe with a 
speed that annihilates space, bringing the antipodes to our 
very doors in seconds of time. They are at our beck and call 
at any and all hours, tireless and faithful in the performance 
of innumerable tasks, yet, as said, we have never seen these, 
our most faithful and valuable servants. These nature forces 
are neither blind nor unintelligent as we mistakenly think; 
there are many classes of them and they work along different 
avenues of life. Perhaps an illustration will make clear their 
status in relation to us. Let us suppose a carpenter is making 
a fence and a dog is standing by watching him. The dog sees 
both the carpenter and his work, though it does not fully 
comprehend what he is doing. I f  the carpenter were invisible 
to the dog it would see the fence being slowly built, it would
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see every nail driven, it would perceive the manifestation but 
not the cause, and it would then be in the same relation to the 
carpenter as we are to the nature-forces which manifest about 
us as gravity, electricity and magnetism.

During the past few centuries, but particularly in the last 
sixty years, science has made giant strides in the investigation 
of the world in which we live, and the result has been to reveal 
in all directions a hitherto invisible world. With telescopes 
of increasing power the astronomers have been reaching out 
into space, discovering more and more worlds; with admirable 
ingenuity they have attached the camera to the telescope, and 
have thus been able to photograph suns at such enormous dis
tances from us that their rays make no impression on our eyes, 
and can only be caught by hours of exposure of a sensitized 
photographic plate.

In the direction of the minutely small, the increasing perfec
tion of the microscope has achieved similar results; a world 
that was hitherto invisible to us has been discovered, contain
ing an exceeding activity of L ife , and marked by a diversity 
of form scarcely less complex than the world we behold 
through our unaided senses.

The effort of making such investigations through the eye
piece of a microscope is a severe one, causing intense strain on 
the eyes , but here also the camera lends its aid to man. With 
proper mechanical attachments and lightning speed it can 
make permanent records of microscopic phenomena at the rate 
of perhaps seventy negatives per second. These may then be 
magnified and projected upon a screen as moving pictures; 
they may be seen by hundreds of people at the same time in 
comfort and ease.

We may see how the sap slowly circulates through the veins 
of a leaf, or watch the way the blood races like a midstream 
through the semi-transparent veins of a frog’s leg. Maggots
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in cheese appear as large as gray crabs wandering hither and 
thither in search of prey. A  drop of water contains many 
dark colored balls which grow and burst, throwing out numer
ous tiny globes which in their turn expand and fling out off
spring. Dr. Bastian of London has even seen how a little 
black spot on the spine of a cyclop (of which there are many 
in a drop of water) developed into a parasite which fed on the 
cyclop.

By means of the X -ray science has been able to invade the 
innermost recesses of the dense body of the living human, pho
tographing the skeleton and any foreign substance which 
may have become located there by accident.

Thus in many directions a hitherto invisible world has pre
sented itself to the gaze of the persistent investigators. Who 
shall say the end has been reached; that there are no other 
worlds in space beyond those now photographed by astronom
ers; no life dwelling in forms more minute than those dis
covered by the best microscopes of today? Tomorrow an in
strument may be designed that will reach beyond all previous 
devices and show much of what is hidden today. The infini
tude of space of the great and of the small seems to be be
yond question and independent of our cognition.

In looking over the marvelous achievements of physical 
science, there is one characteristic particularly worth while to 
note; namely, that each new discovery has been made through 
the invention of new or the improvement of previously exist
ing devices to aid the senses; and for that reason the investi
gations of science have been limited to the world of sense— 
the dense physical world. Scientists have dealt with the chem
ical elements: solids, liquids and gases; but beyond that they 
have no instruments capable of reaching, although forced to 
postulate a still finer matter they call “ ether,” because without 
this finer medium they find it impossible to account for light,
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electricity, etc. Thus we see that physical science inductively 
recognizes the existence of an invisible world as a necessity in 
the economy of nature.

Both physical and occult science are therefore agreed on 
that point and both reach into the invisible world for solutions 
to problems. They differ as to the method of investigation 
and the credence to be given evidence thus obtained. Material 
science seeks only for explanation to problems insoluble on a 
purely physical basis, such as the passage of light waves 
through a vacuum or the resemblance of the flowers of the 
present season to those of past summers. In such cases 
science readily postulates an invisible, intangible something 
like ether or heredity and pride itself on its acumen and the 
ingenuity of its explanations.

Occult science asserts that there is an invisible cause at the 
root of every visible phenomena, which when known will af
ford a more thorough knowledge of the facts of life than a 
mechanical concept, and that the most comprehensive idea of 
life is obtained by the study of both the phenomena of the vis
ible and the noumena or underlying causes of the invisible 
world. It therefore investigates the invisible worlds and offers 
a more thorough and reasonable solution to the problems of 
life than mere facts of science derived only through observa
tion of the physical phenomena.

Material science postulates ether and heredity as solutions 
to the above problems, though unable to offer actual proof of 
the truth of its hypotheses except their seeming reasonableness. 
Yet when occult science employs similar methods and declares 
the existence of the soul, its immortality, its pre-existence to 
birth, and persistence after death, its independence of the 
body, etc., physical science sneers and inconsistently speaks of 
superstition and ignorance. It demands proof, though the evi
dence offered is at least as good as the scientific evidence of
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the existence of ether, heredity and numerous other ideas ad
vanced by science, implicitly believed in by the multitude who 
admiringly bows its head in the dust before any dictum sup
ported by the magic word of Science.

No one can demonstrate the truth of a proposition in geom
etry to a person unacquainted with the principles of mathe
matics. For similar reasons the facts of the inner worlds can
not be proven to the material scientist. I f  the person devoid 
of mathematical knowledge studies that science he will be 
easily satisfied as to the solution of the problem. When the 
physical scientist has fitted himself for the apprehension of 
super-physical facts he will have the proof and be compelled 
to uphold the very theories he now combats as superstition.

Occult science commences its investigations at the point 
where material science leaves off, at the door to the super
physical realms, mistakenly called supernatural. There is noth
ing “,m/>£matural”  or “ unnatural” ; nothing whatever can be 
outside nature, although it may easily be super-physical, for 
the physical world is the smallest part of the earth. Unlike 
the material scientist, however, the occult scientist does not 
pursue his investigations by means of mechanical instruments, 
but by improving hints elf; by cultibating faculties of percep
tion latent in every human being and capable of being awak
ened by proper training. The words of Christ, “ Seek and ye 
shall find,” were particularly applied to spiritual qualities, and 
directed to “ whomsover will” ; all depends upon oneself ; 
there is none to hinder and many to help the earnest seeker 
after knowledge. The discussion of the means and ways are, 
however, outside the present topic and must be left for eluci
dation in future essays. (Nos. 3 and 1 1 . )

“ But,” some one will say, “ what is the use of troubling about 
an invisible world? We are placed here in this workaday ma
terial world; what have we to do with an invisible world ?
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And even though it may be true that we go there after death, 
why not take one world at a time? ‘Sufficient unto the day is 
the trouble thereof; why borrow more ?’ ”

Surely such a view is a most short-sighted one. In the first 
place, a knowledge of the after death state would take away 
the fear of death which haunts so many people even while they 
are in the most vigorous health. In the most careless life 
there are times when the thought of the leap in the dark 
which must some time be taken dulls the sense of joy in life; 
and any explanation offering definite, reliable knowledge upon 
this important subject surely ought to be eagerly welcomed. 
Besides, as we look about us in the world, we see there is one 
law that must be apparent even to the most callous: the law 
of causation. Each day our work and condition depend upon 
what we did or did not do the day before; it is absolutely im
possible for us to tear ourselves away from our past; to “ start 
afresh.” We cannot perform an act that is not connected in 
some way with our previous acts; limited and hedged about 
by former conditions; and it must surely appear as reasonable 
to suppose that, whatever may be the mode of expression of 
life in the invisible world, it will be in some way determined 
by our present mode of life. It would be logical, also, to de
clare that if reliable information about this invisible world were 
available it would be wise to prepare oneself with it for the 
same reason that when we wish to travel in a foreign country 
we acquaint ourselves with its geography, laws, customs, lan
guage or other necessary information. We do this because we 
know7 that the more thoroughly we are primed w7ith this 
knowledge the more we shall profit by our travel and the less 
will be the annoyances due to changed conditions. The same 
must logically hold as regards the post-mortem state.

Again some objector will say: “ Ah, but that is just the
rub! Whatever the condition after death may be no one
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knows for certain. Those who profess to know all differ from 
each other in their stories, many of which are unreasonable, 
impossible----- ”

In the first place, no man has a moral right to assert that no 
one knows, except he himself is omniscient and knows the ex
tent of the knowledge of all who live ; and it is the height of 
arrogance to attempt to judge the mental capacity of all others 
by the exceedingly narrow ideas which wiseacres who make 
such statements generally have. The wise men will always 
have an ear open for new evidence, he will be willing and 
eager to investigate; and even though there were but one man 
who professed knowledge of the invisible worlds, that would 
not necessarily prove him mistaken. Did not Galileo stand 
alone in asserting his theory concerning the movement of the 
heavenly bodies, to which the whole western world has since 
become converted?

As to the difference of the stories told by those who profess 
to know about the invisible worlds, this is not only to be ex
pected but is a valuable feature, as an illustration from daily 
life will show.

Supposing San Francisco had been entirely rebuilt on an 
imposing scale with all the latest and most modern improve
ments, and had decided to celebrate the occasion by a grand 
festival. Many thousands would flock to the Golden Gate to 
rejoice in the new Phoenix which had arisen from the ashes of 
that beautiful city, so suddenly swept from the face of the earth 
m a fiery death. Among others would probably come a consid
erable number of newspaper men, reporters from different 
parts of the country, for the purpose of sending reports to 
their respective publications. It is a foregone conclusion that 
although reporters are trained observers, no two reports would 
be alike. Some might have certain points in general. Some 
would be unlike the others in every respect, for the simple
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reason that every reporter saw the city from his own particular 
viewpoint and noted only what appealed to him. Thus, in
stead of the diversity of reports being an argument against 
their accuracy, it will readily be seen that they would all be 
valuable as different phases of the one whole; and it is safe to 
say that a man who read all the different reports would have a 
vastly more comprehensive idea of San Francisco than if he 
had read only one report subscribed to by all the reporters.

The same principle holds good concerning the different 
stories describing the invisible w orlds; they are not necessarily 
untrue because varying, but form collectively a more complete 
narrative.

As to the “ impossible” stories, let us suppose that one of 
our San Francisco reporters instead of observing had spent 
the time enjoying himself, and sent in an imaginary report; 
surely that would not invalidate the honest reports. Or let us 
suppose that one was wearing a pair of yellow spectacles put 
on him without his knowledge and he sent a report that the 
houses and streets were of gold ; that would only show his 
ignorance in not knowing that the glasses were that color and 
not the city; and his report should not reflect on the sanity and 
veracity of the others. Lastly, let us remember that even 
though some things are at present beyond our reasoning power 
that does not prove that they are unreasonable. The fact that 
a baby cannot understand square root constitutes no valid ar
gument against mathematics. In short, no reasonable argu
ment can be made by the materialist to prove that there is no 
invisible world any more than the man born blind can suc
cessfully debate against the existence of light and color in 
the world about him. I f  his sight is obtained he will see them. 
So no argument from those blind to the invisible world can 
convince the seer of the non-existence of what he sees, and if 
the proper sense is awakened in such people they too will per
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ceive a world to which they have previously been insensible, 
though it was all about them, as light and color pervade the 
sense-world, whether perceived or not.

Passing onward from this negative testimony to the exist
ence of the super-physical realms, to more positive evidence, an 
every-day illustration will show how matter is constantly 
changing from denser to finer states in nature. I f  we take a 
block of ice we have a “ solid” ; by applying heat to it we raise 
the vibrations of the atoms which compose it, and it becomes 
a “ liquid”— “ water.”  I f  we apply more heat we raise the vi
brations of the atoms in the water to such a rate that it be
comes invisible to the eye ; then we have a “ gas” which we call 
“ steam.” The same matter which was visible in the ice and in 
the water has passed from our sight but not out of existence; 
for by the application of cold it will be condensed into water 
and then may again be frozen into ice.

Though matter may pass beyond the range of our percep
tion it still persists. So does consciousness continue though 
it may be unable to give to me the slightest sign of its exist
ence. That has been proven in cases where a person has seem- 
ingly died, where not the faintest flutter of the heart or the 
slightest respiratory movement could be perceived, and per
haps at the last moment before interment, the supposedly dead 
would come to life, repeat every word and describe every ac
tion of those who had been around him while entranced.

Therefore, when matter is indestructible, is known to exist 
in states invisible and intangible, and when cons/ iousness is as 
alert, or even keener when the dense body is entranced than in 
ordinary waking life, is it not reasonable to suppose that this 
consciousness may mould the matter invisible to us and func
tion in it when excarnate (as it shapes during earth-life the 
matter of this world), thus bringing into existence another 
world of form and consciousness as real to the excarnate spirit 
as this world is to the eyes dwelling in fleshly bodies?
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Even during life in the dense body we know and deal with 
the invisible world at every moment of our existence, and the 
life which we live there is the most important part of our be
ing— the basis of our life in the dense world.

We all have an inner life where we live amidst our thoughts 
and feelings in scenes and under conditions unknown to our 
outside environment. There the mind shapes our ideas into 
thought pictures which we afterwards externalize. All, every
thing we see about us and contact with our senses and call 
real, is but the evanescent shadow of the intangible, invisible 
world. The visible world has consolidated from the invisible 
realms in essentially the same manner that the hard and flinty 
house of the snail has crystallized from the juices of its soft 
body. Moreover, as the house of the snail is inert and would 
remain motionless did not the snail move it about, so the 
bodies of plant, animal and man are but inert emanations from 
the spirit which dwells in the invisible world, and except this 
indwelling life galvanizes the form into action it is incapable of 
movement. These bodies are preserved only so long as they 
serve the purpose of the spirit; when that leaves there is noth- 
ing to hold the form together, so it decays.

Furthermore, all that we see about us, as houses, street 
cars, steamboats, telephones, in short, all objects that have 
been fashioned by the hand of man are crystallized “IMAGI- 
ArAT IO N S  which had their origin in the invisible world. 
I f Graham Bell had not been able to imagine the telephone 
it would never have come into existence. It was Fulton’s 

inner life that first witnessed the birth of the steamboat, long 
before it became the visible “ Clermont.”

As to the reality and permanence of the objects in the invis
ible world, they are far more so than the visible conditions 
which we mistakenly think of as the acme of “ reality ”  We 
regard our mental pictures and imaginations as less real than
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a mirage and speak of them in a slighting manner as a “ mere 
thought” or “ just an idea,”  when in truth they are the underly
ing realities of all that we see in the world about us. An illus- 
invisible world this is not the only means of proof. There is 
world, testimony from men and women of unquestioned integ-

When an architect wishes to build a house he does not order 
lumber and other material sent to the building site, hire work
men and tell them to go ahead and build. He formulates an 
idea; thinks it out; first building the house “ in his mind” with 
as much detail as possible, and from this mental model the 
house might be built if it could be seen by the workmen, but 
it is yet in the invisible w orld; and although the architect per
ceives it plainly, “ the veil of flesh”  prevents others seeing it. 
and make a visible plan which the workmen may follow. This 
is the first consolidation of the thought picture of the architect 
and when the house is built we see in wood and stone what was 
first an idea in the architect’s mind and invisible to us.

As to the relative stability of the idea and building; it is 
plain that the house may be destroyed by dynamite or some 
other powerful element of destruction, but the “ idea” in the 
architect’s mind even he cannot destroy; and from that “ idea” 
a similar house may be built at any time while the architect 
lives. Even after his death the idea may be found in the 
memory of nature (of which more will be explained in the 
next essay), by anyone qualified for the research; for no mat
ter how long ago the impression was formed it is never lost or 
destroyed.

While we may thus inductively “ infer”  the existence of an 
tration will further emphasize the point: 
an abundance of direct testimony to show that there is such a 
Thus it becomes necessary to bring it within the sense world 
nty whose truth and accuracy are never questioned regarding 
other matters, who state that this invisible world is inhabited
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we know individually or collectively, and then start to investi
gate.

That is indeed what the most advanced people are doing in 
our day and age, realizing that it is just as foolish to be too 
skeptical to investigate as to be over-credulous and take for 
gospel truth everything we hear. Only by properly inform
ing ourselves is it possible for us to arrive at a conclusion 
worthy of our manhood or womanhood, no matter whether 
we decide one wray or the other.

Recognizing this principle, and the signal importance of 
the subject, the Society for Psychical Research was formed 
more than a quarter of a century ago and numbers among its 
members some of the brightest minds of our time. They have 
spared no pains to sift truth from error in the many thousands 
of cases brought to their attention, and as a result we find 
that one of the most prominent scientists of our time, Sir 
Oliver Lodge, as president of the society, gave to the world 
several years ago the statement that “ the existence of an in
invisible world, inhabited by the so-called dead, and their 
power to communicate with this world, had been established 
beyond peradventure in such an abundance of cases as to leave 
no room for doubt.”

Coming as that statement does, from one of the greatest of 
modern scientists, and who has brought to his psychic studies 
a mind sharpened by science, who was well protected against 
being duped in any way, such testimony should command the 
highest respect among all who are seeking for truth.

Having thus submitted inductive, deductive and direct evi
dence, we may add that the existence of another world, intangi
ble to the five senses but readily investigated by means of a 
“ sixth sense,”  is a fact in nature, whether we recognize it or not, 
as light and color exist around “ blind” and “ seeing” alike. It 
is the blind man’s loss that he cannot see the light and color
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all about him. It is ours if we are “ blind” to the super-physi
cal realms; but to all who will take the trouble to awaken 
their latent faculties, the opening of the proper sense is but 
a matter of time. When that time comes we shall see that 
the so-called “ dead” are all about us, and that in fact “ there 
is no death,” as John McCreery says in the following beautiful 
poem:

There is no death. The stars go down 
To rise upon another shore,

And bright in heaven’s jeweled crown 
They shine forever more.

There is no death. The forest leaves 
Convert to life the viewless air;

The rocks disorganize to feed 
The hungry moss they bear.

There is no death. The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the summer showers

To golden grain or m ellow fruit,
Or rainbow-tinted flowers.

There is no death. The leaves may fall,
The flowers may fade and pass away—

They only wait through wintry hours 
The warm, sweet breath of May.

There is no death, although we grieve 
When beautiful familiar forms

That we have learned to love are torn 
From our embracing arms.

Although with bowed and breaking heart, 
With sable garb and silent tread

W e bear their senseless dust to rest 
And say that they are dead—
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They are not dead. They have but passed 
Beyond the m ists that blind us here 

Into the new and larger life 
Of that serener sphere.

The preceeding Lesson is No. 2 in a series 
3f twenty. No. 3 will appear in the next 
Bu l l e t in . They can be had singly (order 
by number) or in sets, from the Mystic Light 
Library, the Rosicrucian Brotherhood, Head
quarters at Seattle, Wash., or the Rosicrucian 
Brotherhood, 45 John St. New York City.
(See the list of subjects on following pages.)
The Mission of the Rosicrucian Fellowship, 

was explained in No. 1 of the Bulletin, it is 
also contained in each Pamphlet.

clay

Though unseen to the mortal eye, 
They still are here and love us yet; 

The dear ones they have left behind 
They never do forget.

Sometimes upon our fevered brow
W e feel their touch, a breath of balm; 

Our spirit sees them, and our hearts 
Grow comforted and calm.

\  es, ever near us, though unseen,
Our dear, immortal spirits tread— 

For all God’s boundless Universe 
Is Life—there are no dead.

They have but dropped their robe of 
To put a shining raiment on;

They have not wandered far away, 
They are not “lost” or “gone.”
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The Law  of Vibration is the universal law. V ibra
tions do not have to reach the tympanum of the phys
ical ear. Acknowledge such a thing as telepathy— 
thought-transference. Make yourself a magnet to 
attract the special quality of thought you most de
sire. Y ou  can be that magnet, wherever you may be; 
it is a mental condition. Y o u r circumstances do not 
matter at all, provided the thought formed is always 
held in the receptive attitude; but if you allow the 
thought to intrude that something is a hindrance, it 
will be a hindrance to you. B y  keeping the mental 
magnet always firmly fixed, you will draw towards 
you whatever you desire to attract.

Telepathy— the ability to produce mental action at 
a distance— may be developed by every one who will 
patiently seek it.

The best time for sending a mental message is just 
when you feel all aglow with it. G et into a condition 
where you are full of a thought, then project it.

The ability to send and receive telepathic communi
cations depends upon the development z f  the persons 
—and, like everything else, it takes practice. Much 
is lost by anxiety and striving for results.

You may not find your wires working perfectly, at 
first; your cables may even break, until you have had 
wider experience; but the time is coming when all 
these difficulties will pass away.
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Almost invariably, people put themselves into the 
most uncomfortable attitudes when endeavoring to 
give a mental treatment, or to send or receive a mental 
telegram; instead of being perfectly easy and natural 
about it, they are usually in an unnatural attitude, and 
endeavor to force themselves into difficult positions.

The ability to work wonders is not through tech
nical knowledge, but through psychical development 
which produces a higher rate of vibration.

Those who are not yet developed to the point of be
ing able to project their thought, for them there is 
not any credible proof of the power of sending 
thought long distances. Long-distance telepathy is, 
however, abundantly proved by constant practice on 
the part of the serene-minded.

Hold yourself firmly where you are; encourage 
your perception to extend itself. M any people de
velop hysteria by trying to get out in the astral body, 
and do things they are not yet prepared for.

announcement
Mr, W . J . Colville, World-Wide lecturer and w riter on occultism, will give 

a series of lectures this season on Monday, W ednesday and Friday afternoons of 
each week, at 3.00 o’clock beginning October 31st, at the Library and Reading 
Rooms of The Mystic Light Library Association. 49 John S treet, New York City: 
and at 8.15 o’clock of each of these days, at the C entre  of W estern Occultism, 147 
Macon S treet, Brooklyn.

Mr. Colville returns from a three months lecture tour in the W est to take
up h,s dut.es as editor-in-chief of The Mystic Light Library Bulletin and the new
Magazine, wh.ch w.ll be issued by the Mystic Light Library Association in December.
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W ith  t h e  A depts b y  F ran z  H a r t m a n n , M. D.,
L ondon. W il l ia m  R ider & S on, P r ic e  $ 1 . 15 .
To the reader and student of occultism, Franz 

Hartmann, M. D., is well known, particularly by his 
masterly book on “ Paracelsus” ; and in “ With the 
Adepts” , he shows in vivid and comprehensive para
phrase the influence of Paracelsism teachings and 
theories.

This book is a tale o f a psychic, or rather astral, 
excursion into the higher planes of spiritual life. 
On a mountain climbing excursion among the Tyro- 
lian Alps the narrator scales a heretofore inaccessible 
peak; and falling asleep, is conducted in the astral 
body to the home or college of the A depts; where our 
Theodoras explains the all pervading power o f Will 
and its manifestations in Nature, and illustrates the 
real truth and process of alchemy as understood by 
the Rosicrucians. But during the temporary absence 
of the Adept the visitor’s desire to penetrate further 
into the secrets of alchemy and sorcery, and to view 
at close range the elemental spirits of nature, leads 
him, with the assistance o f one representing himself 
to be the CH ELA  of Theodorus, to experiment in 
incantation. The result is a sudden return to the 
physical body and a rude awakening; while a further 
message from the Adept which is found on the inves
tigator’s return to his hotel, leaves him in doubt, 
whether his recent experience has been subjective or 
objective, a dream or a realty.
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To the reader who has little time for study of the 
more abtruse and recondite books upon Theosophy 
and Rosicrucianism, it offers an excellent and absorb
ing story, calculated to awaken a deeper interest in 
the workings o f Universal Law, and to induce more 
extended research.

Marie Everett Pontin.

T h e  I n n e r  L i f e . B y  C . W .  L e a d b e t t e r
All students of Theosophy and occultism will 

eagerly welcome the publication of Mr. C. W. Lead- 
beater’s latest book “ T H E  IN N E R  L IF E .” This 
remarkable volume, with its striking contents, will 
prove to be an epoch-making book, for it deals with 
these occult truths from the stand point of one who 
states that which he knows, giving tremendous facts 
of Man and Cosmos with the direct force of a master 
pen.

The book is divided into five sections, the first of 
which deals with The Great Ones and the Mystic 
Path to be trodden by all who seek Their Companion
ship. 1  he topics of interest in daily church life, such 
as Sin, Prayer, the Devil, are explained in the second 
section. 1 he third section is devoted to the Theosophi- 
cal Attitude, embracing as it does, the pivotal idea 
o f Brotherhood.

In the last two divisions of this book, Mr. Lead- 
beater presents to the reading public much of value to 
practical thinking men who are striving to solve the 
pi oblem of Consciousness; the Ego and his Vehicle; 
Lost Souls ; The Serpent F ire ; Obsession and Insanity, 
the Rajput I ress of Chicago promises to issue this 
book at a very early date.—Annie Peake.

W it h in  t h e  H oly of H o lies. By Rellimeo. $i.oo.
T h is  is an elegant and well-written book by one 

already known to the New Thought world In the
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present instance he prefers the use of a somewhat 
transparent pseudonym. It is felt that so many of 
the methods of mental and spiritual exercise now 
before the world are so palpably but a thin veil for 
the presentation of the oriental Yoga philosophy, that 
the time is ripe for an attempt to demonstrate the 
claims of Christian teaching along the same lines. 
The writings of Marcus Aurelius, of Thomas a Kem- 
pis, and Ste. Theresa might have sufficed had not the 
author felt that the existence of so much orientalism 
was both repellent to the Christian sense and a reason 
for a restatement of the Christian method. It is a 
system written by a Bible student and addressed par
ticularly to Christians. It is believed that the teach
ings of the Master and the older Jewish prophets are 
in complete harmony with the Higher Thought of 
to-day, and they bring into prominence the deepest 
esoteric truths and afford all the light necessary to 
attainment by those who are striving towards the 
Higher Life. The work is suggestive and stimulating 
and will be found to answer its purpose. It is 
enhanced by the inclusion of several musical numbers. 
—Scrutator, in Occult Review.

M y s t ic ism . By M ary Pope. London: The Theo- 
sophical Publishing Society. $1.75.

T h is  clever representation of the principles of true 
Mysticism is one of the clearest expositions I have 
ever read. In face of the strange distortions to 
which the system has been subjected not only by its 
critics but by its advocates, this treatise shows extra
ordinary clearness of vision and logical cogency. It 
is pointed out that the unrest everywhere apparent in 
the Church of Christ may find its culmination in a 
revival of the mystic side of life and religion. Dr. 
Inge says in regard to the British race that there is 
none richer in its idealism and deep sense of the 
mystery of life, and the authoress of the present work
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shows that our literature is replete with the teach
ings of devotional and nature mystics. It is pointed 
out that “ the most damaging error, made by the care
less seeker, is the neglect to distinguish between 
psychic or spiritualistic phenomena and the phe
nomena which accompany mystic transcendence.”  A 
useful note of warning is also sounded in the follow
ing statement:—

“ We cannot flatter ourselves that the twentieth 
century has outgrown the phenomenal fantasies of the 
Middle Ages. A slight acquaintance with the books 
which rapidly succeed one another, and which 
come chiefly from America, should convince every 
sane person of the imperative need of Dr. Inge’s 
warning. The specious rubbish found in many of 
these cheap publications has a queer attraction for the 
partially educated, psychologically unbalanced person, 
an attraction which a little, a very little, sound physi
ological knowledge would do much to overcome. 
Borrowing practices and symbols from the East and 
mixing them up with much that is good and useful, 
these writers strive to inoculate the West with 
methods that are wholly unsuitable and dangerous for 
Western minds and bodies.”

A capable monograph on “ The Quest of the Holy 
very suitably concludes this admirable littleGrail’

work, which no doubt will find a wide appreciation. 
—Scrutator, Occult Review.

^ HE a^t3?° LIt tION OF W orlds. By Percival Lowell, 
a t ” . „ ' D~ London and New Y ork : The
Macmillan Co. $2.50.

A stronomy will ever be a wonderful science, won
derful even to the most confident Columbus that ever 
adventured the ocean of space in quest of new worlds. 
How wonderful a science it is can be more easily con- 
veyed by a study of Professor Lowell’s magnificent 
work than by any means known to the art of the
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journalist. It may truly be said in a case like this 
that to partially represent the subject is to misrepre
sent the whole work. It must suffice to say, therefore, 
that the title of the book is thoroughly carried out, 
though possibly not with that encumbrage of mathe
matical detail which robs so many works of this nature 
of all charm to the popular mind. Professor Lowell 
has the supreme faculty of intelligibility and the great 
art of interesting whom he would instruct. 
Myst ic a l  T rad itio n s. B y Isabel Cooper-Oakley.

Milan: Libreria Editrice del Dr. Sulli-Rao. $1.25.
T h ere  has recently been established an Interna

tional Committee for Research into Mystical Tradi
tions, and this work by Mrs. Cooper-Oakley consti
tutes a suitable and effectual foundation to a series 
of publications intended to appear under the auspices 
of this Comittee. An introductory foreword is written 
by Annie Besant, President of the Theosophical 
Society.

The work is divided into two sections, the first 
treating of “ Forms and Presentations,”  and the sec
ond of “ Secret Writings,”  and it will be obvious to 
the reader that the authoress has given her subject 
very deep and patient study. Indeed, as Mrs. Besant 
remarks: “ The layman lightly skims over the sentence 
which has cost the expert many weary hours of toil.”  
And yet this is not the class of work which proves 
attractive to the superficial reader. It appeals particu
larly to the student; and students, although laymen, 
have a tolerably fair estimate of the value of such 
information as a work of this recondite nature con
tains. Mrs. Cooper-Oakley has given us a book which 
is charged with vital interest for all students of 
mysticism, of comparative religion and origins, and 
deserves well of a discerning public.—Scrutator, in 
Occult Reviezt'.
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A  G r e a t  T h in k e r  ( E m a n u e l  S wedenborg and 
H is W o r k s .) By M. W. Haseltine.

T h e  completion of the Rotch edition of Sweden
borg’s Theological W orks was the occasion of the pub
lication of two articles in the N ew York Sun dealing 
with the life and teachings o f the Swedish philosopher 
o f which this little book is a reprint.

Swedenborg’s life may be divided into three periods 
characterized by somewhat different aims. During 
his earlier years he devoted himself to physical sci
ence, gaining a reputation as a philosopher and scien
tist throughout Europe. “ In 1735,”  to quote Mr. 
Haseltine, “ we come to a turning-point in his l i fe . . 
Thenceforward, throughout the middle period of his 
career, Swedenborg applied himself to the problem of 
discovering the nature of soul and spirit by means 
of anatomical studies.” In 1744 he was called upon, 
after a transition stage, to exercise his scientific capa
bilities on another plane of being. From this time 
onward he tells us that his spiritual sight was opened 
to the spiritual universe and that he enjoyed open 
communication with spirits, angels and devils. Swed
enborg disliked to give any outward signs of his 
seership; the essential rationality of his vast philo
sophical-theological system be held to be the only satis
factory proof of its validity. “ Nevertheless,”  as Mr. 
Haseltine points outs, “ there are many verified records 
of remarkable revelations made by him to different 
persons in the course of his life.”  We can recom
mend A Great Thinker to those who need an intro
duction to the study of Swedenborg’s works.—H. S. 
Redgrove.

A  M essage  to t h e  W ell. By H . W. Dresser, Ph.D. 
$1.25.

T h is  volum e contains a num ber o f  essays in the 
form  o f  addresses to  those w ho are w ell, those w ho  
are sick, to an im prisoned soul, to a clergym an etc. 
T h e teachings o f the author appear to be based  upon
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Mental Science and incidentally it is said that 
Quimby’s view has not been sufficiently recognized 
and has been obscured by confusion with the New 
Thought. It should be said rather that they have been 
distorted by amalgamation with Christian Science. 
Dr. Dresser intends that his book should reach people 
where they are and help them to know their powers 
and to gain self-knowledge and self-mastery. In this 
light it is seen that any of the doctrines now in vogue 
would serve the author’s purpose equally well. “ The 
Victorious Attitude” is by far the best of the essays, 
and in this the author speaks to the reader direct 
instead of through the intermediary of a “ case” 
person. The addresses strike one as being too didac
tic and lacking in the essential of sympathy. His 
platform is above the level of the man in the street 
necessarily, but it is fatal to call attention to the fact. 
There is, however, much sound teaching in the book. 
—Scrutator.

C o  tire JReaitct

Copies of this Bulletin, in quantities, will be 
supplied, on especially moderate terms, to spread 
its useful information.

The publishers invite co-operation in placing 
the work in as many hands as possible, believ
ing that human happiness depends largely upon 
a clearer understanding of the laws pertaining to 
Self and Brotherhood —  the principles herein 
contained.

Correspondence and suggestions to this end 
are solicited.

Mystic Light Library Association
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Free Reading Rooms open week days from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

L I B R A R Y  P L A N
The following is a partial list of the books in the 

Library, (new titles are being added daily) which you 
are invited to use freely at the Reading Rooms, between 
the hours of 10 A. M. and 5 P. M.

Any of the works can be taken from the Library (by 
depositing the value of the book) at a rental expense of 10$ 
for the first 30 days, and 5$ for each additional 30 days, or 
parts therof. When ordered to be sent by mail, the postage 
expense will be added to the rental account and deducted 
from the deposit upon return of the book, or charged against 
deposit account. Accounts Solicited.

24120
22 116
24123
22026
22006
24231
24235

L IS T  OF KO O KS

Above L ife 's Turmoil. James Allen ......................
Advanced Hindu Text Book. Annie Besant■ ■ • • 
Affinity and Infinity. Julia Seton Sears. 
Ahrinziman, An Occult Story. Anita S ilvan i...  .
All These Things Addea. Allen ............................
Altar in the Wilderness. Johnson. Cloth...........

Paper .....................................................

1.00
1-25
•25

1.00
1.00
•5°
•25
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22081 Ancient Const. Reprint 1723. Music. Anderson 1.00
22126 Ancient Ideals in Modern L ife. Annie Besant.. .75
22056 Ancient Mysteries and Modern M asonry...........  1.00
22060 Paper. Rev. Charles H. Vail................................... 75
24346 A ncient M ystery &  Modern Revelation. Colville 100 
22086 Ancient Mystic Oriental Masonry. Clymer—  . 1.50
22121 Ancient Science of Numbers. L. Clement...........  1.20
22136 Ancient Wisdom. Annie Besant................................. 1.00
23726 An Occulist’s Travels. Reichel. Cloth...............  1.00
22096 Ante Room Talks. Bloomer.......................................  1.00
22091 Antiquities of Freemasonry. Oliver.....................  1.50
22101 Antiquities of the Orient Unveiled. R eddin g... 1.50
22196 Apolonious o f Tyana. Guthrie......................................... 75
24125 Aquarian Gospel of Christ. L e v i ............................. 2.00
22146 Arcane Scliools-Hist. of Freemasonry. Yarker. . 4.75
22016 As a Man Thinketh. J. Allen. Cloth, 4 * 4 x 7 ^ . .50
22017 Leather ............................................................................. 75
22018 Watered Silk ................................................................. 75
22019 Special Gift E d it io n ...................................................... 75
22020 Paper .................................................................................15
24128 Astrology. Macgregor.................................................... 5°
24056 A  Study in Consciousness. Annie Besant.............  $ i-5 °
22286 As Ye Will. Sheldon Leavitt, M .D ........................  1.50
24200 Atlantis, the Antedeluvian World. Donclley. . . .  2.00
22131 Autobiography, Annie Besant.................................  1-75
22134 Library E d ...............................................................  2.50
24203 Avataras. Annie Besant.................................................... 75
22076 Ben Hur. Wallace....................................................... 1.50
24223 Bhagavad Gita, Lectures on The. S'. R o w . . . .  1.00
24215 Bhagavad Gita, The. Trans, by Judge, flex. lea. .75 
24229 Bhagavad Gita, Thoughts on The. A. Brahmin 1.25 
22141 Bible Testimony to Theosophical Truths...................... 10
22175 Biog. of Mrs. Babington, the Female Mason............. 25
24218 Birth and Evolution of the Soul. Annie Besant.. .35
22191 Birthdays, Their Significance. Colville........................5°
22195 Paper ................................................................................40
22166 Book of the Master. Adams. Cloth....................  1.25
24219 Book of the Sacred Magic. Mathers.................... 5.00
22176 Brotherhood. Harding...................................................... 50
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22186 Brotherhood of Healers. /. Macbeth. G oth .. .50 
2216 1 Brother of Third Degree. Carver,.......................  i-5°
24220 Building of the Cosmos................................................ 75
24222 Changing World. The, Annie Besant.................  i.oo
24224 Character Building Thought Power. Trine................35
22230 Charges of a Mason. Chase............................................15
24225 Christ of the Holy Grail, The. Macbeth............... 100
24230 Civilization in Ancient India. Dutt. 2 vo l......... 6.00
24228 Clairvoyance. C. W. Leadbeater................................. 75
22278 Concentration. Julia Scton Sears ...........................  loo
22277 Cloth .................................................................................. 75
22276 Paper .................................................................................5°
22246 Concise Cyclopedia of .Freemasonry. Hawkins.. 1.00
22296 Constructive Psychology. Buck .............................  loo
22236 Cosmogony of Evolution. Ingalese. Cloth.......... 2.00
24232 Counsels by the Way. Van D yke................................. 75
22256 Crucifixion, by an Eye W itness............................  100
22266 Culture of Concentration. IV. Q. Judge ...................10
22271 Cushing’s Manual, Parliamentary L a w .....................75
22411 Cyclopedia of Fraternities. Stevens......................4 -5°
22316 Dashed Against the Rock. Colville..............................75
22301 Diagram of Parliamentary Rules. Smith................. 5°
22304 Morocco, parchment chart...................................... L °°
22306 Discovery of the So u l..........................................  10 0
22346 Divine Pedigree of Man. T. J. Hudson..............  1-5°
22331 Dream Child. H u n tley ..................................................75
24234 Dreams. C. W. Leadbeater...................................... -5°
22371 Eden to Malta. Beller,............................................  1-5°
22421 Egypt the Cradle of Msry. de Clifford, 2 v o l . . .  6-75
22381 Egyptian Symbols. Portal, Simons...................  i-OO
22376 Emerson’s E s s a y s .......................................................  1.00
22356 Entering the Kingdom. J. Allen ...................................5°
22357 Leather ............................................................................75
22358 Watered Silk ................................................................. 75
22359 Special Gift Edition ................................................... 75
22360 Paper ......................................................  15
24238 Esoteric Christianity. Annie Besant.....................  1.50
24240 Every Living Creature. R, W. Trine -35
24242 Every Man a King. 0 . S. Marden .....................  1.00
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24239 Evolution of L ife  and Form. Annie Besant...........75
22396 Evolution of the Soul. T. J. Hudson.................... i-5°
24131 Evolution of Worlds. Pcrcival Low ell.................. 2.50
24481 Extended Vision, The. G. Tabor Thompson. .  1 .15
22476 Fate Mastered. Colville..................................................3 °
22465 Female Masonry. “ A la Lease” ........... ............................5°
22091 Five Grand Periods of Masonry. Oliver.............  1.5 °
22471 Five Jewels of the Orient, The. Burton................ 1.00
24245 Flaxius. Leland .................................................  I -5°
24248 Four Great Religions. Annie Besant.............................. 75
24250 Fourth Dimension, The. C. H. Hinton................ 1 .5 °
24252 Freedom Talks. Julia Seaton Sears........................  I -°°
22530 Freemasonry and Jesu itry ....... ......................................15
24254 From Incarnation to Reincarnation. R. lngalese 2.00
24136 From India to the Planet Mars. Theodore Flourney 1.50 
24138 From Passion to Peace. James A llen .......................... 5°
24255 Fundamental Truths. Dhole..............................................5°
22581 Fundamental Truths. N. D. Cloth............................ 5°
24133 Future L ife . Louis E lbe ................................... ; • t-2o
22673 Glints of Wisdom. Colville, Silk cloth and g i l t . . .75
22671 Leatherette. W. J . Colville............................................40
22675 Paper ............................................................................... 3°
24260 Grapho-Psychology. Julia Seaton Sears........  i.oo
24263 Greatest Thing Ever Known. R. W. Trine................ 35
24262 Greatest Thing in the World. Henry Drummond .50
24253 Greatest Truth, The. Horatio W. Dresser................. 9 °
24141 Great Religions of the W orld.................................. 2.00
24265 Great Stone Face. Nathaniel Hawthorne...................5°
24456 Great Thinker, A. (Swedenborg). Haseltine. —
22661 Great Work. T. K ..................................................... 2.00
22676 Guild Free Masons, Anc. Const. C h a r g e s . . . .  1.00
22716 Harmonies of Evolution. Huntley.......................  2.00
24268̂  Have You a Strong Will. Leland .....................  1 -5°
24143 Health and Happiness. Rev. S. Fallows............  1-5°
24146 Health and Suggestion, von Feuchersleben. . . .  1.00
22741 Health from Knowledge. C o lville ................................ 75
22745 Leatherette ....................................................................... 5°
22851 Heavenly Life. James Allen. Cloth............................ 5°
22852 Leather .............................................................................75
22853 Watered Silk ................................................................. 75
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22854 Special G ift Edition .................................................... 75
22855 Paper ................................................................................15
22746 Hebrew Bible in English. $1.00 to ........................20.00
22856 Herm es and Plato. Schure..................................  100
22728 Hermetic Writings o f Paracelsus. Waite 2 vo l.. 18.00 
24269 Hidden Church of the Holy Grail. Waite........... 4.85
24278 Hints to Young Students of Occultism, Rogers. .25
24279 Morocco ........................................................................... 50
22723 Historical Landmarks. Oliver................................ 400
22731 History and Power of Mind. Ingalese. Cloth.. 2.00
22751 History of A. &. A. Scottish Rite. Folger,...........3 00
22781 History of Freemasonry. Mitchell, 2 vols..........4-00
22801 History of Initiation. Oliver................................... 1-5°
22811 History of K. T. Revised. Addison........................ 3-25
24280 History of Medicine. Alex. W ilder........................ 2.00
22821 History of Memphis Rite. Gottlieb........................ I-00
22831 History of O. E . S. Engle .........................................  2.25
22841 History of Rosicrucians- Waite...............................2.50
24282 Holy Grail, The. Mary Hanford F ord .......................75
24148 Hypnotism Mental & Moral Culture. Quackenbos 1.25
2 4 15 1 Idyl of the White Lotus. MabeLCollins.............  1.00
22991 Indian Masonry. Wright....................................... . .  1.50
24287 Influence of Theosophy in Daily L i fe ......................
22976 Initiation and Its Results. Rudolf Steiner. Ph.D. 1.00
24276 Initiation, W ay of. Rudolf Steiner, P. D ........  100
24280 Paper ...............................................................................75
24x53 In the Forbidden Land. H. S. Lander, 2  v o ls .. .  9 -°°
24152 In the Forbidden Land. H. S. Lander. 1 vol. 3.00
24283 In the Outer Court. Annie Besant.................................. 75
24284 In the Sanctuary, A. Vander Nailleu.................... 1.25
22996 In Tune With the Infinite. T r in e ...................... 1.25
24285 Invisible Helpers. C. W. Leadbeater . .50
23011 I. O. O. F . Hist, and Manual................................. 3.75
23001 Irish Prince and Hebrew Prophet. Kissick......... 1.50
24135 Jacob Boehme. Whyte......... 75
23046 Jerico Road. (I. O. O. F . ) '  Thompson.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 1.0c 
23056 Jesus, the Last Great Initiate. Schure 1.00
23076 Jewels of Pythian Knighthood, cloth!.’ ! ! . ’ ! . ' ! ! !  3.00
23061 Josephus, The Works o f .......................  ’ x ^
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24288 Joy and Power. Henry Van D yke.................... -75
24289 Joy Thoughts for Every Day. True and Latimer .50
23121 Kabbalah Unveiled. 6". L. M. Mathers. C lo th .. 3.50
24154 Karma, The Law of L ife. H. W. Percival......... 2.00
24290 Key to Theosophy. H. P. Blavatsky..............  2.00
24291 Key to the Tarot. A. E. Waite...................... loo
23086 Kingdom of Love. Frank ........................................  10 0
23071 Koran. Translated by Sale ......................................  i-5°
23106 Krishna and Orpheus. Schure................................ 1.25
24202 Kybalion, The. Three Initiates................................ L °o
26045 Labyrinth as a L ife  Story. 0 . E. S. Paper............25
24162 Lao-Tze, Book of the Simple Way. Borel...........  1.00
24163 Lao-Tze’s Wu Wei. Whyte.....................................  i.oo
23141 Law of Mental Medicine. T. J. Hudson............... 1.50
23146 Law of Psychic Phenomena. T. J. H udson.. . .  1.50
24292 Laws of the Higher L ife. Annie Besant......................5°
24293 Lessons in Truth. H. Emelie Cady................ 1.00
24294 Paper .................................................................................5°
24159 Letters That Have Helped Me. Neimand Vol I .50
24160 Vol. I I ................................................................................ 75
23186 L ife  and Doctrine of Paracelsus. C lo th ................ 2.50
23151 L ife and Power from Within. Colville......................75
23286 Life and Writings of Dr. Robt. Fludd. C loth .. 2.50
24164 Life of Power & How to Use It. Elisabeth Tozvne 1.00
24155 I.ife ’s Greatest Secret. Julia Seton Sears....................25
23176 Light of Asia. Edzvin Arnold ......................................... 75
23166 Light on the Path. M. C. Cloth...................................50
23167 L e a th e r .............................................................................. 75
24295 Light on the Path, Treatise. P. S'. Row ................ 1.00
23181 Lights and Shadows. Morris—Mackey................ 2.50
24296 Linked Lives. Isabella Ingalese............................. 1.50
23156 Living Decalogue. Colville..............................................5°
24270 Living Ideals. Eugene Delmar................................  1.00
24214 Living Within. John W. Zeagler.................................... 5°
23191 Lodge Goat. Comic..................................................  2.00
24157 Lost Continent (A  Novel of Atlantis) Hytie. . . .  1.50
24297 Lost Lemuria. Scott-Elliot.......................................... 1.25
23196 Lost Word Found. Buck ................................................5°
24158 Lost Word, The, A Christmas Story. H. Van Dyke 1.50
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23221 Low Twelve. E llis ................................................... 1.50
23224 Morocco ..................................................................... 2.50
24310 Magical Message of Ioannes. Pryse .....................2.00
24298 Magic White and Black. Frans Hartman..........  2.00
23531 Man Limitless. Wilson............................................. 1.25
23461 Masonic Eclectic, 2 vols...........................................  i-oo
23541 Masonic Gem. Rev. A. L. A lford ............................ 5°
23271 Masonic Light on Abduction of M organ..............  1.00
23285 Masonic Poetry. Morris. Silk cloth, gilt edge. 3.50
23291 Masonic Sketch Book. E. du Laurans................  2.00
2 3 3 11 Masonic Token Anderson,.................................... 2.25
24299 Mastery of Destiny. James A llen ........................ t-00
23306 Mastery of Mind in Making of Man. Frank.. . .  1.00
24300 Mata, the Magician. Isabella Ingalese............... I '5°
24204 Memory of Past Births. Johnston.............................5°
22420 Mental Therapeutics. A Text Book. Colville... -25
24461 Message to the Well, A. H. W. Dresser........... 125
24229 Mind and the Brain, The. Elmer Gates.......................5°
23356 Mission of Masonry. Peters........................................5°
23360 Paper ............................................................................... 35
24302 Modern Panarion. H. P. Blavatsky........................ 2-5°
24303 Monism, An Antidote to Haeckel. M arcus... -5°
23361 Morals and Dogma, Scottish Rite. P ike ...............5-25
24 3 ° 4  Murad the Unlucky. Maria Edgeworth.......................5°
23586 Myrtle Baldwin. Munn............................................... 1.00
24305 Mysteries of Magic. A. E. Waite..........................  3 -5°
24205 Mystery of Sleep. John Bigelow ............................  I -5°
24446 Mystical Traditions. I. Cooper Oakley...............  l '25
24451 Mysticism. Mary Pope.............................................. 1-75
23421 Mystic Masonry. Buck ............................................... 1.50
2318 1 Mystic Tie. Morris-Mackcy. ................................... 2.50
24307 Nature’s Allegories. Maude Dnnkley.................... -5°
24306 Nazanne, The. A. H. Adams................................  1.00
24476 New Democracy, The. Louise Downes.............  2.00
23701 New Light from the Great Pyramid. Parsons. ■ 5-°° 
24375 New Thought Answer. Julia Set on Sears. . . .  -2 5
24377 New Thought Church. Julia Seton S e a r s .. . .  .1°  
24373 New Thought Healing. Julia Seton Sears.................2 5
24308 New Thought Pastels. Ella Wheeler Wilcox ..  -9°
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24309 Nightmare Tales. H. P. Blavatsky................................ 5°
24310 Paper ................................................................................ 25
23712 Nuggets from King Solomon's Mines. Schmalz. 2.00 
23721 Obelisk and Freemasonry. Weisse, paper............. 1.00
24316 Occultism in Shakespere’s Plays. Rogers, Paper. .25
23716 Occult Science in India. Jacolliot. Cloth........... 2.50
23776 Ocean of Theosophy, The. W. Q. Judge. Cloth .75
23766 Old and New Psychology. Colville........................  1.00
23771 Onesimus Templeton. C o lv ille ....................................5°
24317 On the Heights of Himalay. A. Vander Naillen. 1.25
24318 On the Open Road. R. W. Trine .....................................5°
23786 On the Road to Self Knowledge. Sir Wm. Jones. .50
24319 Optimism. Helen K eller.................................................... 75
23821 Origin of Freemasonry and K. T . Bennett......... 1.75
24320 Other Side of Death, The. C. W. Leadbeater. . .  1.50
22756 Out From the Heart. J. Allen. Cloth......................50
22757 L e a th e r..........................   75
22758 Watered S i l k ....................................................................75
22759  Special Gift Ed ition .......................................................75
22760 P a p e r ..................................................................................15
24 3 25 Panorama of Sleep. Nina Picton ..................................... 50
24326 Paracelsus, L ife  and Doctrine. Franz Hartman. 2.50
24327 Path of Devotion. Swami Paramananda.............  1.00
24328 Path of Discipleship. Annie Besant.............................. 75
23791 Path of Prosperity, The. J .  A llen .................................5°
23792 L e a th e r.............................................................................. 75
23793  Watered S i l k ................................................................... 75
23794  Special G ift E d itio n ...................................................... 75
23795  P a p e r ..................................................................................15
23796 Paths to Power. Wilson.......................................... 1.00
24329 Peace, Power and Plenty. 0 . S. Marden.............  1.25
24330 Pedigree of Man. Annie Besant.....................................75
23816 Perfect Way ; or, Finding of Christ. Kingsford..  1.50 
23806 Philosophy of Fire. Clymer. Cloth......................  1.50
24 3 32 Plotinos. K. S. Guthrie...................................................... 75
2 4 3 3 1 Plutarch’s Genius of Socrates. K. S. Guthrie.. .35
24384 Power of Self Suggestion. McComb.......................... 50
24386 Power of Thought. Sterrett.....................................  1.75
24333  Priestess of Isis. E. Scliure.....................................  1.25

✓
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24 3 3 5  
2 4 3 3 4  
238 11
23851
23841
2 4 3 3 6
2 4 3 3 7
2 4 3 3 8  
23886
24391
24392
24387
24340
2 4 3 3 9  
23946  
24414 
23896 
24391 
23906 
23881
2 3 9 3 6  
23940
23 9 3 7  
23931  
23925  
23 9 5 6  
23981
23984
24 3 9 6
2 4 3 9 4
24066
24067 
24031 
24343  
24 3 9 8  
24076 
23966
24 3 4 7  
2 4 3 4 9
2 4 3 4 8

Prince of Destiny, The. S'. K . Ghosh..................  2.50
Psychology o f Suggestion. B. S id is ..................... 1.75
Pythagoras and the Delphic Mysteries. Schurc. 1.50 
Queen Moo and Egyptian Sphinx. Le Plongeon. 4.75
Queen Moo’s Talisman. Cloth.................................  1.50
Rama and Moses. E. Schure..................................  loo
Rays o f Truth. Bessie L e o ......................................  100
Real History o f the Rosicrucians. A. E. Waite. 2.50
Red Blood of Odd Fellowship.................................  1-5°
Reincarnation and The New Testament. Pryse.. .60

Paper ...............................................................................35
Reincarnation Study o f Forgotten Truth. Walker 1.00
Religious Problems in India. Annie Bcsant............. 5°
Riddle of the Universe. Ernst Haeckel............... L50
Rose Croix. Gilliam .................................................. l 6o
Rosicrucian Christianity Series............................  120
Rosicrucian, Cosmo Conception. Heindel........... L15
Rosicrucian Philosophy in Question & Answers. 1.15
Rosicrucians. Clytner..................................................3 00
Rosicrucians, Rites and Mysteries. Jennings. . . .  3 -5°
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayaam. Deckle edge........... 1*25

Watered S ilk ............................................................  2.00
Limp Leather ..........................................................  2.00

Ruins of Empires. V o len y .......................................... 75
P a p e r ................................................................................ 5°

Sacred Mysteries. A. Le Plongeon........................ 2-5°
Scarlet Book of Frmsy. Redding............................  3 00

L e a th e r ..........................................................................4.00
Science of the Larger Life. Gesterfield...............  1.50
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. Hudson 1-5°
Secret Doctrine. Vols. 1, 2. Blavatsky.................. 12.00
Secret Doctrine. Vol. 3. Blavatsky..........................5 -0°
Secret Doctrine Abridged................................  2.00
Secret of Achievement, The. O. S. Mar den___  1.50
Selections from Buddha. Max M u lle r ..................... 5°
Sermon on the Mount. Pryse. Cloth..........................60
Servant in the House. Kennedy. . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.25
Shells from Life-Love-God. Julia Seaton Sears. 1.00
Shrine of Silence. Henry Frank ............................  1.50
Shri Rama Chandra. Annie Bcsant, B o ard s.!.'. .65
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23976 Signet of K. S., Freemason’s Daughter. Arnold 1.50
23986 Signs and Symbols. Oliver.....................................  1-5°
24401 Signs & Symbols of Primordial Man. Churchward 8.00 
24396 Simplified Scientific Astrology. Max H eindel.. .40
23916 Singular Story of Freem asonry..................................75
24040 Sixth and Seventh Book of M oses......................  1.00
22301 Smith’s Diagram of Parliamentary Rules, cloth. .  .50
22304 Leather, parchment chart......................................  10 0
24026 Solomon’s Temple. Caldecott.................................  2.50
24350 Some Glimpses of Occultism. C. W. Leadbeater. 1.50
24351 Some Problems of L ife. Annie Besanl......................75
24352 Spirit of the Orient. G. W . K n ox ..........................  1.50
24372 Spiritual Law in the Natural World. E leve . . . .  1.00
24355 Story of Atlantis. Scott-Elliot............................... 1.25
24373 Paper .................................................................................50
24354 Story of the Great W ar.........................................  1.25
23961 Story of the Other Wise Man. Cloth. Van Dyke .50
23962 Limp Leather.............................................................  1.00
24356 Study of Man and the W ay of Health. Buck . .. 1.50
24406 Subconscious Self, Edu’tion & Health. Waldstein 1.25
24357 Suggestion. C. F. Winbiger.....................................  2.00
24051 Swedenborg Rite. Beswick ........................................ 1.00
24071 Symbolism of Freemasonry.   2.25
24061 Symbol of Glory. Oliver.......................................... 1.50
24358 Symbol Psychology. Roeder...................................  1.50
24176 Tabernacle. Caldecott ..............................................  1.75
24359  Tarot of the Bohemians............................................ 3.00
24201 Temple. Eidersheim ....................................................  1.50
24360 Theosophy and the New Psychology. Besant. . .  .75
24236 This Mystical L ife  of Ours. Trine........................  I 00
24363 Thought Power, Its Control and Culture. Besant. .75
24216 Thoughts for the Occasion..............................  2.00
24408 Thoughts on the Spiritual L ife . Boehme................... 75
24361 Three Paths and Dharma. Annie Besant......................75
24362 Thrice Greatest Hermes. G .R S . Mead, 3 v o l . . .  10.00
24186 Throne of Eden. W. J. Colville............................... 1.00
24241 Through Silence to Realization. Wilson...............  1.00
24166 Traces of a Hidden Tradition in M asonry......... 1.25
24213 Traditions, Origins, Early History. P ie rso n .... 2.50

Jt
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24364 Transcendental Magic. E. L e v i...............................  5.00
24225 Trial of Jesus. Druker................................................. 25
24366 Triumph of Truth or Doom of Dogma. Frank.. 1.50
24368 True Church of Christ, The. /. W. Brodie-Innes. 1.25
24367 True Spirit o f Religion. Swami Paramananda.. 1.00
24411 Truth About New Thought. Julia Set on Sears. ■ .10 
24413 Truth About Woman’s Suffrage. Julia Seton Sears .25 
24256 Universal Spiritualism. Colville...........................  1.00
24416 Unknown, The. C. Flammarion........................... 2.00
24369 Vedanta in Practice. Swami Paramananda.. . .  1.00
24370 Veil of Isis or Mysteries of the Druids. Reade. i.oo
24266 Voice of the Silence, The. Blavatsky. Cloth.. .50
24267 L e a th e r ............................................................................ 75
24276 W ay of Initiation. Rudolf Steiner, P. D........ 1.00
24280 P a p e r ................................................................................75
24271 W ay of Peace, The. /. Allen. C loth...................5°
24272 L e a t h e r ........................................................................... 75
24273 W atered S ilk ....................................................................75
24274 Special Gift Ed ition .......................................................75
24275 Paper ............................................................................... 15
24286 What All the World’s a-Seeking. Trine............... L25
24417 What is New Thought. Julia Seton Sears................ i°
24281 Witching Hour. Thomas......................................... 1-5°
24441 Within the Holy of Holies. Rellimeo...........  loo
24 4 18  With the Adepts. Franz Hartman.......................... LI5
24371 Yoga or Transformation. IV. J .  F lag .....................  3-00

r *

The New Democracy
By LOUISE DOWNES

L a r g e  8 t o . 4 1 9  p a g e *  
$ 2 . 0 0  n e t ;  b y  m a l l  $ 2 .1 5

Published by
Sherman, French & Company 

6 Beacon Street 
Boston

A  symbolic in terpretation  of the Bible and Nature 
emphasizing the place of woman in c rea tive  law. 
C h a p te rs  dealing with the la te r p h rase  of the sub
jec t approach the problem of w om an's relation to and 
position in governm ent, and modern construction of 
society  based  thereon, from a fresh  and quiet orig
inal point of view . The position is  taken that woman 
in government is  to rep resen t not identity but balance 
of function.

The book is dedicated 'T o  those w hose feet areal- 
ready shod with the preparation of the gospel of 
p®a®e - The volume closes with a section dealing 
with the spiritual import of the C onstitu tion ,-its re
lation the great and fundamental principles of Nature 
ying in c rea tive  law . The author h as  endeavored to 

grasp  the real crux o f the new, undefined, but ele
mental revolutions everyw here casting shadows be
fore them in modern society , and to define the nat- 
Ura .P im p le s  of the ultimate solution of these 
conditions.
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fraternal iHa^azrrtcs

American Freemason, Iowa Per Y ear $2.00 Copyti
$0.20

American Tyler-Keystone, Mich. it 2.00 it
.10

Eastern Star, Ind. a 1.00 it
.10

Eastern Star Journal, Mich. it •50 ll •°5
Eastern Star Record, 111. 1.00 d .10

Fraternal Record, Fla. a 1.00 It .10
Los Angeles Freemason, Cal. a 1.50 a .10

Masonic Advocate, Ind. ti 1.50 (( •15
Masonic Home Journal, Ky. a 1.00 n •25
Masonic Standard, N. Y . a 2.00 tt •05
Metaphysical Magazine, N. Y . It 2.50 it •25
Mizpah, O.E.S., Mass. il

7 5 a •TO

Nautilus, Mass. It 1.00 a .10

New Age, N. Y . ll 1.50 a •15
New England Craftsman, Mass. it 2.00 .20
Open Road, Ind. ll •50 • IO
Square and Compass, Colo. t( 1.00 • IO
Star Light, O.E.S., Miss. tl •5° •05
The Crescent (Shrine), Minn. it 1.50 •15
The Occult Review, London it 1.50 •15
Theosophic Messenger, 111. II 1.00 • IO
The Progress Magazine, 111. <( 1.00 .IO
The Word, N. Y . It 3.00 •25
Universal Masonry, 111. a 2.00 .20

And others.
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3Tlje Itosiraman (Elrriatjanitg Series

PorntJi ut IjcatiD flexible paper cotters. Jtellotoslfip emblems in colors.

N °. i. T he R iddle of L ife and Death.”  Presenting a solution 
which is both scientific and religious.

No. 2. "W here A re the Dead?”
No. 3. S piritual S ight and the S piritual Worlds." Showing that 

we have a latent “ sixth sense,”  and what it opens up to us when 
cultivated.

No. 4. S leep, Dreams, T rance H ypnotism, Mediumship a n d  In
sanity.”

No. 5. Death and L ife in  P urgatory.”  Describing the method of 
death and purgation, also how immutable law and not an avenging 
Deity transmutes the evil acts o f life to everlasting good. 
o. 6. L ife and A ctivity in  Heaven.”  Showing how the Human 

pint assimilates the Good of its past life and creates its environ
ment for a future rebirth, also how it prepares a new body, 
o. 7- B irth a F ourfold Event.”  Describing the antenatal prepara- 

10ns or birth, and the spiritual changes which inaugurate the period 
0 excessive physical growth in the 7th year, the cause of puberty at
4 an maturity at 21. This knowledge is absolutely essential to the 

r ig h t  care of a child.

q, ' • x OL1ENCE 0F Nutrition, Health and P rotracted Y outh."
lactR *ng C materia! cause of ear'y  death and the obvious prophy-

No 10 J.HE A stronomical Allegories of the B ib l e ” 
itual side of°!^tm1 ”  ^C0PEAND L imitations.”  Showing the spir- 
themselves and o th e T ’ ° W “  th° Se who study il t0 hdp

keidm ate PuseTUAL- SlGH  ̂ ^  In s ig h t"  Its culture, control and 
No 12  “ PARSffAE” " V  mite and safe meth°d  of attainment,

of inspiration to s p i r i t u T e ln  M“ Sic Dr3m3’ 3 minC

N part3 ' theTA n g ^ T r c h L g e i ™  e r u k r i e 1̂ h- ^ ^ i J “ ‘ " S fDrama of Life. b ’ SeraPhim, etc., play in the

L
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No. 14. “L ucifer, T empter or B enefactor?”  Showing the origin 
and the mission of [’• in  and sorrow .

No. 15. "T he Mystery of Golgotha and the Cleansing Blood."
A rational explanation which satisfies head and heart alike.

No. 16. “ T he Star of B ethlehem ; A Mystic F act.”
No. 17. “T he Mystery of the H oly Grail.”  The way to attainment 
No. 18. “T he Lord's Prayer." Showing the esoteric side, and how it 

applies to the seven-fold constitution of man.
No. 20. “F ellowship and the Coming R a c e”

Showing why the Bible contains both the Jewish and the Christian 
Religions, and why both combined are peculiarly adapted to the spir
itual needs of the Western World and why Jesus was born a Jew.

The price of these lectures is 5 cents each plus 1 cent postage for 
each copy.

No. 23896 “ T he R osicrucian Cosmo-Conception”
Max Heindel. 544 pp., i2m o., with 25 diagrams and illustrations, 
some in four colors; handsome symbolical cover design (red, black 
and gold). Edges gold over red. Binding extra strong and durable; 
issued without profit to the author. $1.00 Postage 15c extra.

No. 24391 “ T he R osicrucian P hilosophy in  Questions and A ns
wers’ ’ This is Mr. Heindel’s latest book. It will be about 430 pp. 
l2mo., and is published in the same hamdsome style as T he Rosicrucian  
Cosmo Conception, e. g ., gilt edges, cover design red, gold and black. 
The binding will also be very strong and durable. $1.00, Postage .15 

No. 24396 “ S im plified  S cientific  A strology P art I,” This is 
a complete book of instruction. It has a full set of tables necessary 
to learn how to cast a horoscope in a thoroughly scientific manner, 
and the rules have been so simplified that ability to add and subtract 
is the only mathematical knowledge required. .35 Postage .05



D I R E C T O R Y
of Meetings, Lectures, Centers, etc.

M A N H A TTA N

Bahai Revelation 
Cameo Club 
C hristian  Spiritualism 
Dharma Lodge,, T. S.
Divine Science
First Ch. W estern  Occultism
Ind. Liberal C ongregation
M azdaznan
Metaphysical
New Thought
New Thought Church
New Thought Ch. & School
NewThoughtFreeReadingRoom s
Philalethian Society
Psychology of Music
P  sychotherapy
Study of Life as a Fine A rt
1 heosophical Society
Theosophical Society
Theosophical Society
Theosophical Society
The Science of Being
V edanta Society
W oman's Int. League of Rt. Thi

2 2 6  W est 58 th  S t.
W aldorf Astoria

1 5 1  West 14th St.
5 1 1  West 138th St.
3 5  West 20th St.
19  West 44th St.
19  West 44th St.
2 2 6  West 58th St.
2 2 7  West 25th St.
5  West 58th St.
Duryeas Hall, B ’way & 72 St. 
1 1 0  West 34th St.
1 1 0  West 34th St.
1 4 2  West 80th St.
2469 Broadway, near 91st St. 
57th St & 7th Ave.
Greene Court, 1 8 1 5  7th Ave. 
2 2 28  Broadw ay1 
Theosophical V 
H ead Quarters J  
2 5 3  West 72 St. near Bw ay  
2 0 1 West 79th St.
1 3 5  West 80th St. 
nking 45 West 35th St.

Sundays, 11 A.M. 
3d Thur. 8.30 P.M.
E. Grosvenot 
M. C. Holbrook 
Daily. 12, Sun. 4 
Sundays, 3.30 P.M. 
Sundays, 11 A.M.

” 3 . 'Wed, 8 P.M. 
Sundays, 8 P.M. 
Sundays, 11 A.M. 
Sundays, 11 A.M. 
J . S. Sears, M.D. 
Daily 10  to 5 
Thursday 8.15 P.M. 
Mr. Karl Feininger 
Sundays, 11 A.M. 
Sundays, 11 A.M.

Sundays, 8.15 P.M.

Sun.& Tu.8.15 P.M. 
Mrs. Jos. Verlage 
C . J . Kelley, Secty.

BRO OK LY N

Bahai Revelation 
Bkln. C ircle of Divine Ministry 
Brooklyn Truth C enter 
C enter of W estern Occultism 
First Divine Science Church 
First Spiritual Church of Bklyn 
Mazdaznan 
Theosophical Socteiy

13 8  South Oxford St.
76 Hanson Place 

3 13 a  Quincy St.
14 7  Macon St.
2 7 1  Macon St.
489 Washington Ave. 
7 Nevins St 
70 Hanson Place

OUT OF TOW N

Sundays, 8.15 P.M. 
Mrs. C . V. Pierson 
Mrs. Paul. E. Sayre

Sundays 10.45 A.M. 
Sundays, 8 P.M. 
Friday, 8 P.M. 
Sundays, 8 P.M.

H igher Philosophy
Mazdaznan
Mazdaznan
New Thought C h. 8c School

Plea*

M t. A iry , Croton-on-H udson  
f  ° th - A vm. A storia , N .Y .  Mondays, 8 P.M. 

308  Bergen A v e ., J .  C. 1, 3, 5. Th. 2. 4, W. 8 P.M 
O scaw ana-on-H udson  June to September

notify the Bulletin of any C h .n 8e .  or O th e r S o c i e t i e T



Mutual

......................................................  191

Mystic Light Library Association 

49 John St., New York

Credit my account with

returned herewith or by

Remit the balance or add to my deposit account, and 

Send to...............................-..............

the following books:

No............................................................................................................

on the Circulating Library Plan. Inclosed find deposit $ .....

which with my credit of $ ................. will cover the above.



UNIVERSAL MASONRY
A  Magazine {or Masons Throughout the World, Interpretat
ing Ancient M ysteries as applied to Modern Masonry 

Issued Monthly at $2.00 per year

Rajput Press, 10 3  State St. Chicago, III.
M ention the Bulletin

A L F R E D  M. GOULDON

Impressario has the sole managment of

HENRY STEIGNER - Reader
If your Society is giving an entertainm ent which is to be 
a financial success and artistic triumph w rite M r. Gouldon 
for particulars-

17 4  E . 1 14 th  Street, New Y ork  City

THE AMERICAN FREEMASON
Contains Special Articles on Ancient Masonry 

and Snappy Items for the Modern Craft

Issuea monthly at $2.00 Per year; Foreign subscriptions, $2.50

Freemason Publishing Co. Storm Lake, Iowa.
Mention the Bulletin



“ jHutual”

Mystic Light Library Association,
49 John Street.

Enclosed please find $ ...................
Please mail, as I have marked with a circle, the

......................... .......................191

“Library Bulletin” 

to ...........................

Sam ple
F re e

L ast Issu e  
5 cen ts

T h ree  M onths 
15 cen ts

Six M onths 
25 cen ts

O ne Y ear 
50 cen ts

“Library Bulletin” Sam ple
F ree

L ast Issu e  
5 cen ts

T h ree  M onths 
15 cen ts

Six M onths 
25 cen ts

O n e  Y ear 
50 cen ts

to

“ T i h f o f x r  111 Sam ple L ast Issu e  T h ree  M onths Six M onths O ne  Y earLilDrary DUlICtin F re e  5 cen ts  15 cen ts  25 cen ts  50 cen ts

t o ............................................................................ :..............................

4<I  i k r a m r  R u H a !-***”  Sam ple L ast Issu e  T h ree  M onths Six M onths O ne  Y ear
L i lD ra ry  D U llO t in  F re e  g cen ts  X5 cen ts  25 cen ts  50 cen ts

to ............................................................................................................

MT ikmrir R, 1 Sam ple L ast Issu e  T h ree  M onths Six M onths O ne Y ear
L i lD r a r y  O U l ie n n  F ree  S c e n ts  15 cen ts  2S cen ts  50 cen ts

t o .............................  ..........................

For which please enter or extend my subscription to the 
“Library Bulletin”
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“ S U P E R -C O IL S ”
WORTH T H E IR  WEIGHT 

I N GOLD
to any Auto if it rides easily when 
partly loaded, but bumps when 
fully loaded or on rough roads. 

B O O K L E T  F R E E  
. .SU PER-COI L S "
1 8 7 6  Broadway. N. Y. C ity

‘A  World Beater”  I s  how Ed. M orton , the vaudeville s ta r, spoke of

Hargreaves ’ THYMOL Tooth Powder

1

This p raise  w as called forth  by the lac t that this pow der is the onlylone that W il l  BOt 
tarn ish  Hold fillings. It also p re se rv e s  ond w hitens the sound teeth .

All D rugg ists ,
or will mail on receip t of price , 515 C©Ht8

UNION BUILDING 
Newark, N. J .T. W. HARGREAVES,

P H Y SIC A L  C U L T U R E
For the Scalp

“ P n eu -V a o u ”  P r o cess  m a k es  H a ir  G row  
Induces circulation without irritation. By the Vacuum  method it Bendy draw s 
the blood to the scalp, causing a delightful feeling of scalp  exhilaration— the 
warm th and glow (hat com es with health. By helping N atu re  to c a rry  food to the 
follicles, .1 p rev en t, the hair from falling, induces a normal growth and stim ulates 
a n . lu r . l  secretion of th o il., making a .o ft and luxuriant grow th. T ak es  the place 
of all hair oils and tonics, doing what they can not do— producing lasting e ffects . 
II used for a few minutes each day will produce sa tisfac to ry  re su lts  in from 4  to 6 
w eeks.
W rite  lor free  booklet giving full d e ta il.. M ention th i. "B u lle tin .”

E v a n s  V a c u u m  C a p  C o
S u ite  2 1 4  1876  B ro a d w a y  N ew  Y ork  City

JEWELRY

PRINTING

AND

SUPPLIES

iOoy P ublishing h s

PoattiHots majujrscruitras
■  ̂4^49 John St *tstcuu gar roiulJtgwyotiK,

SEND

POSTAL

FOR

CATALOG
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Grasp This Great Opportunity
Are you a Live Wire?

If so, we will make you an offer that 
you can not afford to overlook.

Here is the offer:
to the 500 readers of The Bulletin who 
take advantage of the

SPECIAL IHTRODUCTORY OFFER
Now M ade in Connection  Vvith

Now Kendy Sop Diwlriliiiiion.
Absolutely New. Copyright 1 9 1 0 .

Containing 50,000 MORE W O RD STH A N  A N Y O T H ER  W E B S T E R ; 
an A TLA S of the W ORLD, a D IC T IO N A R Y  of A U TH O RS, 
FA U LT Y  DICTIO N, and ten other special departments.

The only up-to-date Dictionary. Complete under one alphabetical 
arrangement. No annoying Supplement.

}F DICTIBHARIES, r . e« .
Endorsed by the State Superintendents, Supreme Courts, the Press, 

Clergy and Educators everywhere.
The first edition is having an enormous sale. It is rapidly sup

erseding the old Dictionaries in homes, schools and offices throughout 
the entire country.

Educational people have long felt the need of an up-to-date Dict
ionary.

Be up-to-date—not twenty years behind the times—in the usage of 
the Language. One can be ignorant on many subjects and the world 
will never know, but your speech will betray. It will tell whether you 
are cultured or lacking in culture. The correct usage of language com
mands the respect of all and means intluence and increased earning 
capacity.

8 2 0
The above o ffer is in connection w ith a Building Lot, located at B ound  Brook, N . J .

Ja m e s  R ealty  €o ., 2005 AVebster Ave., N. Y. City

P lease send me free of charge o r expense illustrated  sample page and special term s o f your 
Bulletin Building Lot introductory offer on the W E B S T E R ’S U N IV E R S A L  D IC T IO N A R Y .

$1.00 DOWN, $1 MONTHLY

N A M E

ADDRESS



“ DANNER I 'h r  I to nu ti fu l a n d  <’hi*»P

New Style with Sliding Door on Rubber Tired W heels, No Friction.
No Noise and the Nearest to Dust Proof that can be made.

S e n d  fo r  Catalog.

Macoy Publishing & Masonic Supply Co. Agts. 45 John St., N. Y.


